
 
 

 
 

Music and Performing Arts Curriculum  
2019-20 

 
Through a joyful and consistent immersion in music, dance and theater, this vibrant             
curriculum strives to develop in our students the motivation for pursuing their individual             
artistic passions with energy, confidence, and skills. The focus on supporting each            
community member through appreciation of the performing arts is a crucial building block             
of our commitment to foster each student’s individual sense of purpose while developing             
creativity and collaboration.  
 
Singing is celebration at TGS! Throughout the year we honor our diverse traditions in              
choruses and music classes, singing songs of many different cultures and eras, and             
encompassing all ages, giving a sense of unity to the school. We enjoy singing together at                
weekly meetings and special events, including an all-school hike to Putney Mountain in the              
fall. In January, we learn songs of the Civil Rights Movement and honor Reverend Martin               
Luther King, Jr. at an assembly of songs, poetry, and dramatic readings. Student musicians              
have opportunities to perform during the year and professional musicians from the            
community are often included in our assembly programs.  
 
Dancing is fun at TGS! All students enjoy movement games, circle, line and square dancing,               
and international folk dancing, The program culminates with the 7/8 musical, when all the              
upper school students are singing and dancing on stage. The curriculum is rich with              
opportunities that cultivate a love of singing and dancing in our students. 
 
Instrumental music abounds at TGS! Orff xylophones and hand percussion instruments are            
played by the younger students, moving to recorder in the middle grades, and culminating              
with Instrumental Studio, where the older students can choose to study guitar, ukulele,             
bass, keyboard, drums, vocals, and other instruments of interest. The students combine into             
bands of their own choosing, and enjoy playing and working together to pick songs, create               
arrangements, practice, and perform. 
 
Acting is alive at TGS! Class plays and the 7/8 musical showcase each student’s individuality               
and special talents, while teaching the value of theater as a demanding, rewarding, and              
positively joyful community experience.  
 
Performing is sharing at TGS! What confident performers our students become after years             
of practicing their skills in the classroom and on stage. They welcome each opportunity to               
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share their talent and hard work with their families, teachers and friends. Performances             
include: K-3 Winter Concert, 4-8 Winter Concert with the 8th Grade Mummers Play, 7/8              
Studio Concert, 7/8 Spring Musical, K-6 Spring Concert, and 8th Grade Graduation. 
  
Music Composition inspires us at TGS! Fifth and sixth graders have access to Music-COMP,              
an online program which includes mentoring by professional composers. Students have the            
opportunity to participate in their annual Opus songwriting competition. Seventh and           
eighth graders can choose to continue using the composition software and may enter the              
Opus contest independently. 
 
GRADE-LEVEL MUSIC CLASSES 
 
Preschool 
Music classes begin in Preschool, with a weekly class of Preschoolers and            
Pre-Kindergarteners together, focusing on children’s songs, singing games, creative         
movement, dancing, and drama activities. Students participate actively at meetings and           
gatherings where we sing together for fun and celebration. 
 
EARLY ELEMENTARY - KINDERGARTEN, FIRST AND SECOND GRADES 
The goals of the primary music program are:  

● developing an appreciation for music  
● singing on-pitch  
● feeling and moving to the beat  
● playing rhythm instruments in a group  
● mastering age-appropriate dance steps and patterns and dancing cooperatively 
● taking direction and being comfortable performing on stage 

 
KINDERGARTEN and FIRST GRADE 
Kindergarten will join with the First Grade for a weekly music class, including: songs,              
dances, games, and movement activities. Elements of the program are: moving to and             
playing a steady beat, creating and playing high and low patterns, identifying classroom and              
orchestral instruments, and learning to recognize and play in AB form. Instrumentally,            
students begin reading, composing, and playing rhythms on the Orff xylophones and other             
classroom instruments. Creative movement based on Dalcroze Eurythmics, (putting the          
rhythm into your body), singing games, beginning international folk dances, modern dance,            
physical warm-ups, improvisation, and theater games are all part of K/1 music. First             
graders will have one session per week of Chorus; Kindergarten will join the Chorus for the                
Spring Concert.      
 
SECOND GRADE  
Second graders practice singing on-pitch, dancing together, and beginning to write basic            
musical notation. Instrumentally, they continue to develop reading and composing skills by            
playing rhythms and patterns on the Orff xylophones, combining the elements of melody             
and rhythm. Physical warm-ups, dance, improvisation, and theater games are all part of             
second grade music. They have one music class and one session of K/1/2/3 Chorus weekly. 
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MIDDLE ELEMENTARY - THIRD, FOURTH, FIFTH, AND SIXTH GRADES  
The goals of the middle elementary music program are:  

● broadening students' appreciation for music  
● singing with accuracy and ability to hold a vocal part  
● reading music and playing an instrument in an ensemble setting  
● mastering age-appropriate dance steps and patterns and dancing cooperatively 
● taking direction and being comfortable performing on stage  
● composing electronic music through participation in Music-COMP, providing online         

mentoring of student compositions 
● participating (by choice) in the Opus competition, which selects outstanding          

compositions to be performed live by professional musicians in a public concert 
● practicing movement skills through physical warm-ups, improvisation, and theater         

games  
 
THIRD GRADE 
Third graders begin to play soprano recorder, which combines many of the elements             
introduced in the primary grades. They focus on reading and writing musical notation,             
melodic and rhythmic dictation, question and answer patterns, ear training, and Orff            
instrument ensemble groups. They develop their knowledge of music theory, increase          
physical dexterity, blend their sound with others in an ensemble, follow a composer, and are               
part of something greater than themselves. The third graders are counted on to be reliable               
leaders in the K/1/2/3 Chorus. 
 
FOURTH GRADE 
Fourth graders have one weekly session of 4/5/6 Chorus and one weekly music class, which               
continues their study of recorder and basic music theory. We add other instruments             
including: alto and tenor recorders, xylophones and percussion. Duets and trios, ensemble            
groups, and improvisation, plus singing and dancing, are all elements of fourth grade music. 
 
FIFTH GRADE 
Fifth graders have one weekly session of 4/5/6 Chorus and one session of Studio, with               
instrumental offerings and ensemble groups designed according to the interests of the            
individual students. Instruments taught include: guitar, ukulele, piano/keyboard,        
percussion, and vocals. In addition, students use laptops to compose online through our             
membership in Music-COMP. They develop their knowledge of melodic construction,          
rhythm, key signatures, chords and chord progressions, and musical forms, including A-B            
(verse/chorus) and theme and variations, and practice their computer skills. 
 
SIXTH GRADE 
Sixth graders have one weekly session of 4/5/6 Chorus and one session of Studio, with               
instrumental offerings and ensemble groups designed according to the interests of the            
individual students. Instruments taught are guitar, ukulele, piano/keyboard, percussion,         
and vocals. In addition, students use laptops to compose online through our membership in              
Music-COMP. They develop their knowledge of melodic construction, rhythm, key          
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signatures, chords and chord progressions, and musical forms, including A-B          
(verse/chorus) and theme and variations, and practice their computer skills. 
 
CHORUS 
 
K/1/2/3 CHORUS meets weekly and focuses on folk and contemporary songs, singing games,             
creative movement, dancing, and drama activities. Performances include the K-3 Winter           
Concert and K-6 Spring Concert. Kindergarten will perform a class song at the Winter              
Concert and join the K-3 Chorus for the Spring Concert. 
 
4/5/6 CHORUS meets weekly throughout the year and performs at the 4-8 Winter Concert              
and the K-6 Spring Concert. 
 
7/8 CHORUS meets throughout the fall, begining the year with one weekly session. They              
perform at the 5-8 Winter Concert. In the winter, they begin learning the musical songs to                
prepare for the upcoming auditions and rehearsals. They all perform in the spring musical. 
 
UPPER SCHOOL - SEVENTH AND EIGHTH GRADES 
 
STUDIO 
In addition to Chorus, seventh and eighth graders have one session of Fall Studio..              
Instrumental offerings and ensemble groups are designed according to the interests of the             
individual students. Offered this year are: guitar, ukulele, electric bass, keyboard, drums and             
vocals, plus flute and trumpet by request. Students begin with like instruments grouped             
together for rehearsals. Guitarists focus on playing chords and progressions, transposing           
key signatures, mastering a variety of folk and rock’n’roll strums and lead lines, and singing               
while playing. In Keyboard, students learn scales, chords and chord structure, musical            
notation and reading, and some basics for improvising. Bass players focus on chord             
progressions and how to use the bass guitar to support an ensemble. Drummers learn the               
basics of playing a drum kit alternately with an opportunity to experiment on a variety of                
hand drums and percussion instruments. They master rhythms in a variety of time             
signatures and styles and learn how to use percussion instruments to support the total band               
sound. Vocalists practice warmups, songs of their own individual choosing, and work with a              
band as a vocalist. Other instrumentalists will practice independently and then join a band              
of their choice. Several weeks into the term, bands or ensemble groups are formed,              
mentored by one of the teachers. Performance at the Studio Concert in January is expected.  
 
MUSIC-COMP AND OPUS 34 
Interested students may choose to participate independently through our membership in           
Music-COMP. They may compose freely using Noteflight, an online music composition           
program, and may also enter the Opus competition. More information is available by             
request. 
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SPRING MUSICAL 
Auditions and casting for the 7/8 musical will take place at the end of January. The following                 
rehearsal period includes two blocks per week through the winter and spring, culminating             
with two weeks of Intensive followed by one week of Production, when a major part of each                 
day is devoted to musical rehearsals. The musical completes the seventh grade music             
program. 

Musical Production Week includes:  
Monday/Tuesday - two daytime dress rehearsals for TGS 
Wednesday - afternoon - school invitational  
Thursday - evening performance 
Friday - evening performance  
Saturday - afternoon matinee  

 
GRADUATION 
The eighth grade class chooses and prepares two songs for group performance at their              
Graduation. In addition, those graduates who choose to work on a solo or ensemble song for                
their personal performance will be supported by a music faculty member. Graduation            
completes the eighth grade music program. 
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